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SUPERPOLE

™

SYSTEM

Award Winning Support
Sometimes the simplest ideas can create life-changing results. Whether it’s
a little help getting up from your favorite recliner or maneuvering over that
tricky bathtub threshold, the SuperPole™ System can be installed virtually
anywhere in your home within minutes. Simply turn a screw to expand the
pole between the floor and ceiling and create up to 450lbs of rock-solid
support. No damage to the floor. Typically no drilling necessary.
Rest easy knowing that if your needs ever change, a variety of support
products can be added to your SuperPole™ to ensure a lifetime of
worry-free independence.
Professional grade design for home or facility use.
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TM

SuperPole

An incredibly solid, expansion fit, floor to ceiling pole. Helpful for sitting and standing. Install in virtually
any room.

Maintain confidence and independence. Place support exactly where it’s
needed for valuable assistance beside a bed, bath, toilet or chair.
Quick, easy, secure installation. Simply turn the screw at the bottom of the
pole and the pole will expand between the floor and ceiling, creating
unparalleled sturdiness and reliability.
Install and relocate in minutes. Rubber pads on the floor and ceiling plates
prevent marking, even on a stipple ceiling.
Simple
Installation
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Optional products for evolving needs. Should mobility become a greater
challenge, the SuperPole™ supports a complete range of options: SuperBar™,
SuperTrapeze™, and Safety Island™.

300lbs
136kg

450lbs
205kg

Pole Diameter: 1.5"/3.81cm. Floor to Ceiling Range: 93-99"/236-251cm. Ceiling Plate
Length: 20"/51cm. Base Plate Diameter: 5"/13cm. Latex free grip.

Each sold
separately

CEILING
PLATE

CEILING
PLATE
EXTENDER™

93-99" /
236-251cm

SuperPole™ Traveller

93-99" /
236-251cm

SuperPole™ Bariatric

93-99" /
236-251cm

x

Uni-Fit Extender™

100-120" /
254-305cm

x

Longer version of the SuperPole™.

SuperPole™ Ultra

121-140" /
307-356cm

Custom Cut SuperPole™

Less than 93" /
236cm

Portable pole separates into 2 sections.
UNI-FIT
EXTENDER™

Increased weight capacity 450lbs/205kg.
Extension tube attaches to SuperPole™.
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Floor to Ceiling Ranges / Ceiling Plate Accessories

x

x

CEILING PLATE ACCESSORIES
Ceiling Plate Extender™

x

Longer plate (30"/76cm) spans wider ceiling joists (24"/61cm spacing).

Angled Ceiling Plate

Bolts to angled ceilings between 0-45˚. Top plate diameter 18"/45cm.

SuperPole™ with
SuperTray™

x

x
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TM

TM

SuperPole with SuperBar

An award winning, innovative, horizontal pivoting and locking bar that mounts to the SuperPole™.
Improve safety with additional gripping and weight bearing support.

8 locking positions around the SuperPole™. A gentle lift unlocks the bar.
Keep the bar up to move freely. Let the bar down to lock.
Support for every step. Push or pull on the bar to assist with sitting,
standing and moving. To help prevent a forward fall, the bar will lock if
released. Widely prescribed by therapists around the world.
Reduce caregiver strain. Maximize the use of available strength while a
caregiver supervises. Promotes safe and independent movement.
Space saver. Great for around the bath or toilet where limited space can
make it difficult for a wheelchair, walker, or rollator.
Sold as SuperPole™ with SuperBar™, or add SuperBar™ to an existing SuperPole™. See page 4 for SuperPole™ details.
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300lbs
136kg

450lbs
205kg

Bar Diameter: 1.5"/3.81cm. Bar Length: 16"/41cm. Height Adjustable: Typically
24-38"/61-97cm high with limit of 58"/147cm from top of bar to ceiling. Latex free grip.

HealthCraft’s “Pivot & Lock” Technology
For almost two decades, HealthCraft has been an industry leader in designing products that place
support safely within arms reach. Using patented “Pivot & Lock” Technology, many of our products
feature a horizontal bar that moves with the user, providing continuous support.

1. LIFT

2. PIVOT

3. LOCK

HealthCraft’s “Pivot & Lock” Technology can also be found on these products:
SuperPole™ with SuperBar™
Floor to ceiling pole
(Page 6)

Dependa-Bar™
Wall mounted
(Page 12)

Advantage Rail™
Floor mounted
(Page 17)

ModRail™
Bed mounted
(Page 22)
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TM

SuperPole with SuperTrapeze

TM

An award winning trapeze with a unique offset handle that mounts to the SuperPole™. Provides
superior assistance to achieve a seated position in bed.

Innovative e2™ trapeze handle. Unlike conventional triangle trapeze handles,
the SuperTrapeze™ handle simulates two rungs on a ladder. Allows for
improved use of arm strength to “climb up” to a seated position. Simply hook
the trapeze handle onto the SuperPole™ for easy storage.
Optimizes space. Conventional trapeze floor stands can force the bed away
from the wall, reducing valuable floor space. SuperPole™ with SuperTrapeze™
installs beside the bed and requires less than 5"/13cm of floor space.
Height adjustable. The trapeze support arm and nylon strap are height
adjustable on the SuperPole™.
Sold as SuperPole™ with SuperTrapeze™, or add
SuperTrapeze™ to an existing SuperPole™. See page 4 for SuperPole™ details.
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300lbs
136kg

Trapeze Diameter: 0.875"/2.22cm. Trapeze Handle Grips: 6.25"/16cm and 10.25"/26cm. Support Arm
Height: Recommended 84"/213cm from floor. Support Arm Length: 17"/43cm. Strap Range: 29"/74cm.
NOTE: No more than 150lbs/70kg should be exerted on trapeze system. Latex free grip.

TM

SuperPole with Safety Island

TM

A unique circular ring with a tray that mounts at any height to the SuperPole™. Combines the fixed
support benefits of a grab bar with the simplicity and convenience of a tray.

360o support. Effective ring design provides continuous support to
make small, safe steps. Ideal weight bearing surface when gripping
strength is weak. Reduces undue reaching and twisting.

STOVE

SINK

Convenient tray. Easy to clean tray can be accessed from around the
SuperPole™. Perfect for reading material, medication, or items needed
within arm's reach.
Ideal for kitchens. Install in the center of the kitchen to create secure
support when moving between chair, table, sink or counter. Use the tray
to place meals while moving from cooking surface to kitchen table.

REFRIGERATOR

300lbs
136kg

450lbs
205kg

Sold as SuperPole™ with Safety Island™, or add Safety Island™ to an existing SuperPole™. See page 4 for
SuperPole™ details.

Tube Diameter: 1.25"/3.175cm. Ring Diameter: 19.25"/49cm. Ring Height: Typically 28-38"/71-97cm from floor.
Tray Diameter: 14"/36cm A.B.S. plastic. Tray Weight Capacity: 15lbs/7kg.
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Single Rail
System

TM

SuperPole Horizontal Rail System
A compact horizontal rail system based on the innovative SuperPole™. Central to the system are floor
to ceiling poles, that provide a secure mounting structure for the horizontal rails.

Walking therapy. Horizontal Rail System can help to improve
recovery time, regain mobility and independence. Excellent guide
for short walking distances. Available as a Parallel Bar or Single Rail
System.
Install and relocate in minutes. Easy setup and removal. Ideal for
situations where a permanent installation may not be an option.
Great for home or professional use.
Height adjustable rails. Secure at virtually any height. An extremely
low range, 18"/46cm from floor, makes it ideal for pediatric
applications. Loosen the captive knobs to remove rails in seconds.
See page 4 for complete details on the SuperPole™.
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300lbs
136kg

450lbs
205kg

Rail Diameter: 1.5"/3.81cm. Rail Length: 100"/254cm. Height Adjustable:
18-40"/46-102cm from floor. Custom floor mount available.

Parallel Bar
System

BATHROOM

SAFETY SERIES

For young and old alike, the bathroom can be treacherous. Combine wet,
slippery surfaces with a variety of obstacles and it can become a
dangerous accident waiting to happen. HealthCraft’s bathroom safety
series is designed to minimize the risks by placing rock-solid support within
arms reach at all times. As an added bonus, virtually all of our bathroom
safety products feature convenient storage when not in use.
Professional grade design for home or facility use.
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TM

Dependa-Bar

A breakthrough combination of a wall mounted grab bar, and the proven benefits of a pivoting and
locking dual rail. Designed for bathing, toileting and other environments where grab bars are found.

5 locking positions. Lift to unlock dual rail, keep rail up to move freely, let rail down to securely lock
in place. Stand to shower, lean over to adjust shower controls or use when lowering into the tub. Easy
to use ladder-like support for getting on and off the toilet.
Knurled, Anti-Slip Texture

Safe bathtub entry. Dual rail extends 20"/51cm from wall to provide
a weight bearing surface for safe entry and exit from the bathtub.
Installs like a grab bar. Mounts securely to structural studs with 3
contact points for added strength. Bottom grab bar is reversible for a
left or right side installation.
Stainless steel construction. Unlike zinc or chrome plated grab
bars that can chip and rust, the Dependa-Bar™ will never rust.
Incorporates all applicable ADA Guidelines (Wall Clearance:1.5"/3.81cm).
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325lbs
147kg

Rail Diameter: 1.25"/3.175cm. Dual Rail Length: 17"/43cm (5"/13cm spacing between
rails). Rail Height: 33"/84cm. Lower Grab Bar Length: 18"/46cm or 32"/81cm.
Material: Stainless steel. Finishes: Knurled or white powder coat.

TM

HealthCraft Bath Board

Dependa-Bar™ with
Bath Board

A contoured, plastic seating surface designed to help with getting into and out of the bathtub. Makes
bathing safe, easy, and comfortable. Features a soap dish and removable support handle.

Installs in seconds. Bath Board rests across the rim of the bathtub and is pressure fit to the tub
sides to prevent movement. No tools required. Fits standard tub widths 15-25" (40-60 cm).
Easy to clean. Simply wipe with a cloth. Drainage holes in the seat prevent standing water,
reducing bacteria build up.
Portable. Lightweight and easily removed for
storage and travel.
The complete bath safety solution. Combine a
Bath Board with a Dependa-Bar™. For
convenient storage, simply lock the Bath Board
and Dependa-Bar™ against the wall.

330lbs
150kg

Tub Width Range: 15-25"/40-60cm. Bath Board Length: 27"/69cm. Bath Board Width (larger end): 14"/36cm. Bath Board Width
(smaller end): 12"/30cm. Bath Board Material: Polypropylene.
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TM

Easy Mount Grab Bars

Standard
3-Hole
Flange

Rust proof, featuring HealthCraft’s innovative Easy Mount™ 9-hole flange design for greater mounting
flexibility. ADA Compliant. Available in a knurled, anti-slip or white finish.

Knurled, Anti-Slip Texture

400lbs
181kg

500lbs
227kg

Rail Diameter: 1.25”/3.2cm (ADA Compliant). Rail Lengths: 18”/46cm (accommodates 16”/41cm stud spacing), 24”/61cm, 32”/81cm,
36”/91cm. Wall Clearance: 1.5”/3.81cm (ADA Compliant). Material: Stainless steel. Finishes: Knurled or white powder coat.

Easy Mount™
9-Hole
Flange
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P.T.Rail

TM

Incredibly solid, offset support rail that features professional grade design for home or facility use.
Choose from hinged or fixed models, wall or floor mount depending on installation requirements.

Vertical
Dual Rails

Offset
P.T.Rail™

Prevent wrist strain. Unlike vertically aligned dual rails, the P.T.Rail™
features an offset rail design. This allows for improved use of the lower
rail and helps to prevent wrist strain when reaching for the lower rail.
Fold away storage. The hinged P.T.Rail™ easily folds up to store out of
the way and will not accidentally fall down causing an impact injury.
Toilet Roll Holder. Add to any P.T.Rail™ to eliminate the need for
unnecessary reaching and twisting. Sold Separately.

STEEL (WHITE
POWDER COAT)
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400
300lbs
181
136kg

STEEL (PLATINUM
GREY POWDER COAT)

STEEL (BRIGHT
POLISH CHROME PLATE)

STAINLESS STEEL
(BRUSHED)

Rail Diameter: 1.5"/3.81cm (Incorporates ADA Guidelines). Rail Lengths: 28"/71cm and
32"/81cm. Wall Plate: 5.5x9"/14x23cm. Materials/Finishes: Steel (white / platinum grey powder
coat or bright polish chrome plate) or stainless steel. Available in left or right hand configurations.

Toilet Roll
Holder

TM

P.T.Rail Installation Options
A floor mounted column that the P.T. Rail™ wall plate (both hinged & fixed models) can mount to.
Floor mounted and embedded wall masts available.

Wood Wall
Plate

Floor Mast. A floor mounted column used when wall installation of
a P.T. Rail™ is not possible or desirable. Rail can be installed at any
height on the mast. Available in steel (powder coat white, platinum
grey or chrome plated bright polish) and stainless steel (see Page 16).
Wall Interface Plate. A cost effective alternative to opening walls and
creating structural reinforcements prior to mounting a P.T. Rail™. The
wood wall plate provides solid structure on the front of the wall and can
be painted to match bathroom decor.
Customized solutions. For larger facility orders, P.T. Rail™ wall
plates can be designed to accommodate architectural structures such
as pre-existing wall plates and hole configurations. Call for details.

400lbs
181kg

Floor Mast Height: 39"/99cm. Floor Mast Base Plate: 4.25x6.25"/11x16cm. Wood Wall
Plate: 19x23.75"/48x60cm. Wood Wall Plate Material: High quality 11-ply wood construction.
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TM

Advantage Rail / Advantage Pole

TM

Advantage Rail™

A floor mounted pivoting and locking horizontal rail. Excellent where ceiling restrictions prevent a floor
to ceiling pole. Perfect beside a toilet, bath, bed, or chair.

8 locking positions. A gentle lift unlocks the rail to start it moving. Keep the rail up to move freely.
Let the rail down to lock. Provides 8 locking positions. Height adjustable.
Support for every step. Push or pull on the rail to assist with sitting, standing and moving. To help
prevent a forward fall, the rail will lock if released.
Reduce caregiver strain. Maximize the use of available strength while a caregiver supervises.
Promotes safe and independent movement.
Portable. Rail / Pole quickly secure and release from a low profile, floor mounted plate. Install
additional floor plates to use rail / pole in multiple locations. Sold separately.

Advantage Pole™

Advantage Pole™. A floor mounted pole for basic support and assistance.

300lbs
136kg

450lbs
205kg

Rail Diameter: 1.25"/3.175cm. Rail Length: 17"/43cm. Horizontal Rail Height Range: 30-38"/76-97cm. Pole Diameter:
1.5"/3.81cm. Pole Height: 54"/137cm. Floor Plate Diameter: 7.5"/19cm. Latex free grip.
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TM

Stainless Steel SuperPole

A professional grade, expansion fit, floor to ceiling pole. Features stainless steel construction with a knurled,
anti-slip, gripping surface. Designed to withstand frequent and rigorous use within a home or care facility.

Well placed support. Install virtually anywhere support is needed, unlike
grab bars which are limited to the nearest wall.
Safe bathing. Ideal for accessible showers where well-placed support can
help reduce slips and falls. A 3-way seal in the base prevents standing water
build up and the growth of bacteria.
Easy installation. Hold the ceiling plate and turn the pole. Pole will expand
between floor and ceiling. Lock in place with the provided set screws.
Will never rust. Stainless steel will never rust, stain or corrode. Provides
years of worry free service.
Intended for use with “built in place” tile/fiberglass showers with 100% floor contact support (i.e. set in cement). Not
recommended for bathtubs/shower enclosures raised from floor with gap spacing between the enclosure and the floor or ceiling.
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450lbs
205kg

Pole Diameter: 1.5"/3.81cm. Floor to Ceiling Range: 93-98"/236-249cm. Custom lengths available.
Ceiling Plate Length: 20"/51cm. Material: Stainless steel. Finish: Knurled anti-slip texture.

BEDROOM

SAFETY SERIES

Getting in and out of bed should not be a chore. Whether it’s a little help
getting up in the morning or moving safely from a wheelchair to a bed
without the help of a loved one. HealthCraft has designed a series of bed
assist rails to help make getting in and out of bed as easy as fluffing a
pillow and turning out the lights for a great nights rest.
Professional grade design for home or facility use.
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Assista-Rail™ with
Assista-Cane™

TM

TM

Assista-Rail and Assista-Cane

A quarter length bed assist rail that allows for a fixed cane to be added as needs change. Provides
a useful combination of bed safety with bed mobility. Fits twin to king size beds.

Easy installation. Slide the Assista-Rail™ between the box spring
and mattress, secure to bed frame with mandatory safety strap.
Traction grips help to prevent rail from shifting during use.
Assista-Cane™. A fixed cane handle that mounts to the Assista-Rail™
and can be fixed at any angle to provide a safe weight bearing
surface. Minimize the risk of falls by reducing body twisting.
Assista-Cane™ Leg Extender. Increases the Assista-Cane™
height from 32.5"/83cm to 35.5"/90cm for taller users.
Dual rail system. Conversion kit allows an Assista-Rail™ to be
placed on both sides of a bed. Sold separately.
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300lbs
136kg

Rail / Cane Diameter: 0.875"/2.22cm. Rail Dimensions (LxWxH): 33.5x20x17.25" /85x51x44cm.
Cane Height: 32.5"/83cm. Cane Length: 8"/20cm. Latex free grip.

Assista-Rail™

TM

Smart-Rail

An impressive bed assist rail that unlocks and swings open. Provides assistance with getting into
and out of bed, in bed positioning, and standing. Fits twin to king size beds.

Rail swings open. Unlike fixed bedrails, the Smart-Rail™ unlocks and
swings open to provide improved standing support at bedside. Provides
well-placed support where it is needed most, safely in front!
Locked position. Locks securely against the bed for help with sitting up
and positioning. In the locked position, the rail is height adjustable to
accommodate virtually any mattress thickness.
Easy installation. Simply slide the support frame between the box
spring and mattress, and secure with the safety strap.

300lbs
136

Rail Diameter: 0.875"/2.22cm. Rail Height: 31.5"/80cm. Rail Width: 16.5"/42cm. Support Frame: 32x21.25"/82x54cm. Optional Leg
Extenders: Increase standard rail height 31.5"/80cm up to 34.5"/88cm. Latex free grip.
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ModRail™

TM

ModRail System
The ModRail™ provides maximum support for rigorous use. A revolutionary bed mounted support rail
that features a fixed dual bed rail with a pivoting horizontal bar. Perfect for home or hospital beds.

8 locking positions. A gentle lift unlocks the bar. Keep the bar up to move freely.
Let the bar down to lock. Bar is height adjustable.

ModBar™

Support for every step. Push or pull on the bar to assist with sitting, standing,
and safe repositioning. To help prevent a forward fall, the bar will lock if released.
Bed rail helps define bed edge and can help reduce falls while sleeping. Will not
restrict getting into and out of bed.
Reduce caregiver strain. Maximize the use of available strength while a
caregiver supervises. Promotes safe and independent movement.
Easy installation. Mounts securely to angle iron bed frames of box spring and
mattress home beds. Also available for hospital beds.
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325lbs
147kg

Rail Diameter: 1.25"/3.2cm. Rail Length: 14"/36cm. Rail Spacing: 4"/10cm. Removable Top Grip: 12.5"/32cm.
Height Adjustable: 4"/10cm (Overall range dependent on bed height). For home beds, mounting bracket includes
a telescopic beam that spans 23-40"/58-102cm. Fits most single to king size bed frames. See website for details.

ModPole™

HEALTH CARE
FACILITY SERIES
HealthCraft’s facility specific designs have been developed to reduce caregiver
strain while also offering alternatives to the potential entrapment issues
associated with bed containment rails. A simple retrofit allows you to add or
remove transfer capabilities in any room.

Professional grade design for years of maintenance free service.
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TM

SuperPole Floor Receptacle System
A portable assist pole that installs into a floor receptacle in a concrete floor. Best suited for institutions
where room needs change frequently. Pole installs and removes from receptacle in seconds.

Floor receptacle. Installed in concrete, flush with floor surface to reduce trip hazards. When not in
use, receptacle is sealed with a liquid tight cap.
Cap removal / storage. Receptacle cap is unscrewed using pins located on the bottom of the pole.
Prevent loss by storing the cap inside the top of the pole.
Installation. Simply insert the pole into the receptacle and lock in place by turning the knob on top
of the pole. Pole is secure and ready to use.

RECEPTACLE

450lbs
205kg

UNSCREW CAP

CAP REMOVAL / STORAGE

INSERT POLE

FASTEN POLE

Pole Diameter: 1.5"/3.81cm. Total Pole Length: 57"/145cm. Pole Length (when installed): 53.25"/135cm. Receptacle Diameter:
1.875"/4.8cm. Receptacle Length: 3.9375"/10cm. Latex free grip.
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SuperPole™ with
SuperBar™

Also available for
health care facilities...
The following products reduce caregiver strain by
placing support exactly where it's needed. This allows
users to make the best use of available strength without
placing unnecessary stress on the caregiver.
Smart-Rail™
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ModRail™

P.T.Rail™ with
Floor Mast

HealthCraft Products Inc.
2790 Fenton Road
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1T 3T7

Contact us to find a STORE nearest you:
E-mail: questions@healthcraftproducts.com
Toll Free: (888) 619-9992

Toll Free: (888) 619-9992 Tel: (613) 822-1885
Fax: (613) 822-1886
Web: www.healthcraftproducts.com
E-mail: info@healthcraftproducts.com

More info at www.healthcraftproducts.com:
Easy to use video
Installation instructions

Available at:

Note: All HealthCraft Products are covered by a one year limited warranty and are subject to the limits of liability set forth therein. For safe operation: specific installation, usage, and weight
restrictions must be observed. Read and understand operation / installation instructions and product warning labels prior to use. Standard products rated for user weights up to 300lbs/136kg.
Bariatric products also available. Products in this brochure covered by one or more of the following patents (others pending): SPB US 5,586,352, STP 6,068,225, CDN SPB 2,148,521.
All designs & specifications subject to change without notice.

Proud to be a Canadian company.

08-668C

